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  With the arrival of the era of Big-Data,the financial industry has also ushered in its 
“Big-Data”, Quantitative investment. Quantitative investment not only exists in foreign 
countries, but also in China's financial market. Its ideas and concept in the financial 
market begin to rise. when China's financial reform getting intensified, research in 
quantitative investment to deal with the more open market is the irreversible trend. 
This paper applies multifactor model on three industry, and test the yield of each 
sector out of sample . Before the empirical analysis, in order to make the model more 
reasonable, the paper introduces the development of quantitative the main quantitative 
investment approach in detail.Besides,the paper explores the multifactor model which 
based on CDF and the rationality of the Fama-Macbeth test method. 
In th empirical process, after selecting the effective factors of various industries, the 
paper test the sample based on time-varing dynamic weighting method,applying the 
combination of Fama-Macbeth statistics.Excess return is followed after taking full 
account of the transtracion costs ,the trading frequency and the time lag of financial 
statement and so on.  
Finally, this paper concludes that stock return rate of the different sectors , does 
have a different performance on different fundamentals. Even if the weak market,the 
portfolio which is constructed by the strategy followed with different sectors through 
using its effective factor still has higher income. The multi factor model can be used as 
an investment strategy, and it also provides a foundation for the deeper and more 
extensive mining in other facors. 
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量化衍生品定价起源于 1900 年法国金融学家 Louis Bachelier，他在论文中首
次提出用随机游走来描绘股票价格运动，亦即现在的布朗运动。后来， 
Merton(1973)、Black 和 Scholes(1973)利用几何布朗运动及复制的思想进行期权定
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